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Energy input: 
Stellar winds, ionizing radiation & Supernovae: 
How is this energy coupled to the ISM?
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see Haid +2018



Stellar winds vs. ionizing radiation:
Simulations with FLASH + TreeRay + Chemical Network
2 different environments of the massive star: CNM and WIM

Haid et al. (2018a)CNM: T=20 K, n=100 cm-3; WIM: T=104 K, n=0.1 cm-3
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Momentum input: 
Stellar winds vs. ionizing radiation:
Crosses: simulations; Line: equilibrium curve; Colour: Analytical calculation

CNM: T=20 K, n=100 cm-3; WIM: T=104 K, n=0.1 cm-3

Relative impact of
wind and radiation

Here: for 23 M¤ star

Radiation does not 
couple in low density/

warm ambient medium
Þstellar winds become

dominant there!
Haid, SW+2018



But what do the observations tell us?
Pabst+2019, +2020 argue that stellar wind is driving bubble expansion
Why: CII line observations show bubble expansion velocity of 13 km/s 
Example: Orion
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Models of HII Region expansion do not give 
high enough expansion velocities…



S.Vider,SW+in prep.

Simulations of an isolated HII region
expanding into a turbulent medium

by Sebastian Vider

H ⍺ emission
calculated from
the chemistry network

Zooming in on
ionization fronts
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Simulations of an isolated HII region expanding into a turbulent medium
by Sebastian Vider

Expansion of the ionization front (IF) vs time
T [K]

Ionisation front position vs. Time
Follows Spitzer solution
=> Good :-)

S.Vider,SW+in prep.



S.Vider,SW+in prep.

New run with wind+ionizing radiation
vs. just ionizing radiation

T [K]



Puzzles
Questions:
- What is the relative impact of stellar winds and radiation?
ÞWhich tracers to use to get a good idea on the momentum input 

and energetics?
Þ If observers are correct then the simulations are completely wrong

- How important are feedback bubbles for driving star formation
- Are molecular clouds short-lived? How important is feedback in the

context of molecular cloud dispersal? Triggering vs. disruption
ÞDifferences for high-mass/low-mass molecular clouds
- Are all molecules destroyed when the cloud is dispersed?

And a (small-scale) star-formation question 
(not related but perhaps to be discussed on Wed):
- How much episodic vs smooth accretion onto protostars?
- What is the accretion spectrum? Hot-spot or not?


